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WHAT’S INSIDE
Confronted with catastrophic rates of diabetes and obesity among its people, the Oneida Nation created
the Oneida Community Integrated Food Systems (OCIFS) to coordinate its efforts to restore its land
and waters for food production, enabling it to sustainably provide local, healthy foods to its people.
Investing in a full-time OCIFS coordinator tasked with maximizing the impact of existing resources and
synergizing Oneida’s long-range food-based initiatives, the Nation has greatly expanded its ability to
reclaim its sovereignty over the food systems upon which it relies, improving the health of its members
in the process.

T

he ancestors of the people who comprise the Oneida
Nation in present-day Wisconsin historically resided
in what is now upstate New York, where they once
controlled more than 5.3 million acres of land.2 Believing
that “food is medicine,” the Oneida people developed a
multifaceted system to care for the earth so that it could
provide them nourishment.3 Traditionally, Oneidas practiced
sustainable agriculture, fished, hunted, and cultivated
extensive apple and peach orchards.4 They were such skilled
farmers that they grew millions of bushels of corn annually
to preserve in storehouses for later use.5 As one tribal leader
put it, “Food was the basis of our traditional economy – it
not only fed our people, but excess food provided us with
something to trade with others.”6

allotment, today the reservation remains a checkerboard
with lands held in trust for Oneida by the U.S., lands owned
by Oneida in fee simple, and parcels owned by individual
Oneida members as well as non-Natives.13 This territorial
complexity has at times presented obstacles to Oneida’s
ability to exercise its sovereignty, including food sovereignty.
Upon arriving in Wisconsin, Oneidas initially resumed
their farming traditions,14 but federal policies outlawing
traditional ceremonies – including planting and harvesting
ceremonies for their most important crop, white corn15 –
and separating children from their families to send them to
boarding schools eventually caused a steep decline among
Oneidas in their agricultural lifeways and the nourishing
bounty these lifeways had long produced.16 Compounding
the situation, by the 1970s, federal policies reducing
Oneida control over its waterways, industrial pollution of
the Fox River,17 and the destruction of natural wetlands to
facilitate commercial row crop
agriculture18 had combined to
prevent Oneidas from safely
harvesting fish for sustenance
on or near the reservation.19

Nearly 200 years ago, many Oneidas were forced westward
from their homelands, relocating to Wisconsin near Green
Bay.7 Following decades of federal policies designed to
weaken tribal nations’ autonomy
and connection to their
homelands, the Oneida Nation
ratified an Indian Reorganization
Act constitution in 1936,8 made
its first purchase to regain
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9
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of 2012, more than 80 percent of tribal members registered
as overweight or obese,23 and at its peak, diabetes affected
The Dismantling of Oneida's Healthy Food Systems
half of the population, resulting in countless health
complications.24 The Oneida Nation found itself asking,
In 1838 – not long after relocating to Wisconsin – the Oneida
“How sovereign are we, if we can’t feed our people?”25
signed a treaty that established its current reservation
boundaries encompassing 65,430 acres.11 Allotment, forced
Recreating a Holistic Approach to Food and Health
fee-patenting, and transfers of land titles to non-Natives
Today, the Oneida Nation is working to change its answer
reduced the amount of reservation land under direct tribal
to that question. Beginning in the 1970s, the tribal nation
control to only a few thousand acres by the 1930s.12 Although
started addressing its health and food security issues by
Oneida has worked to reverse the legacies of land loss and
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FIGURE 1: Oneida Community Integrated Food Systems Approach (Courtesy: Oneida Nation)
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purchasing the Oneida Nation Farm, establishing the
Oneida Harvest Cannery, and opening the Oneida Health
Center. Over the next two decades, Oneida expanded
the farm and health center, launched the Oneida Apple
Orchard, and started a Food Distribution Program that
provides tribal members food in lieu of food stamps.26
However, while these initiatives each achieved individual
measures of success, the Nation soon realized that these
efforts, operating in isolation from one another, had only
limited ability to affect lasting change.
In response, the Nation created the Oneida Community
Integrated Food Systems (OCIFS) in 1994 “to help families
by housing a community food system that will include
traditional food products, help create a local economy
that will provide jobs, and promote and encourage longterm solutions to farm and nutrition issues on the Oneida
Reservation.”27 OCIFS began as a “food policy council,”
bringing together members from Oneida’s various health
and food initiatives for regular meetings. After five years of
operating as a policy council, OCIFS realized the need for
a dedicated staff member to coordinate the Nation’s food
sovereignty efforts and turn OCIFS’s ideas into a reality.28
Today, the OCIFS Coordinator is a permanent triballyfunded position that “drives and materializes programs
and initiatives toward building a healthy food system.”29
As OCIFS finds itself more than 25 years old, its influence
continues to grow. What began as an informal collaborative
effort now features five explicit, collective strategies (see
Figure 1) that frame OCIFS’s day-to-day work:

•
•
•
•
•

Build a community mindset for healthy foods
Increase local agriculture and food production
Build local food economies
Integrate local foods into community outlets
Ensure sustainable development and practices

“Each one of the goals is interrelated,” explains Joanie
Buckley, Oneida’s former Division Director of Internal
Support Services. “Everybody has a role in it. As long as we
keep those five strategies visible…then everyone feels that
they’re coming together – that’s what collaboration is.”30
Initially, OCIFS’s primary mission was to educate the
community about health and local natural foods. According
to current OCIFS Coordinator William Ver Voort, “The
community needed to know the current diabetes rate, the
health problems in the community, nutritional inadequacies
of our current food sources, and the extensive distances
food travels to our community.”31 In the beginning,
OCIFS produced pamphlets and posters discussing the
importance of healthy food choices and the Nation’s vision
for creating healthy food options locally. The Nation placed
materials in government buildings, distributed them at the
local farmer’s market, and shared them with patients at
the Oneida Health Center. Oneida also developed targeted
materials to incorporate into local school curricula and
distribute to youth across the community.32
Over time, the Oneida Nation identified opportunities to
leverage its existing infrastructure to grow community buyin through new educational initiatives. For example, Oneida
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Nation Farm now hosts annual field trips where students
learn about sustainable practices and the importance of
healthy food choices, the Oneida Harvest Cannery has
become an experiential classroom that explains the science
behind food preparation and teaches business concepts for
designing and marketing food products, and the Oneida
Apple Orchard – through its Big Apple Fest – now provides
a venue for teaching Natives and non-Natives alike about
healthy foods and Oneida culture.
Oneida launched these efforts with the explicit purpose of
creating a “mindset for healthy foods” to increase Oneida
members’ demand for healthy, local, traditional foods.33
“We’ve gone through decades of continuous community
education on nutrition and our natural foods,” according to
Oneida Chairman Tehassi Hill, “and from there, we’ve been
able to grow a little bit more and start other endeavors such
as Tsyunhéhkwλ, our 80-acre organic farm.”34
Tsyunhéhkwλ (pronounced “joon-hey-qwa”) grows heirloom
white corn, helping to reintroduce this nutritious and sacred
food back into the Oneida diet; it also educates Oneidas
about its cultural significance at the annual Husking Bee
celebration. In addition to Tsyunhéhkwλ, to meet increased
tribal demand, Oneida has added to its food production
capabilities by: incrementally enlarging the Oneida Nation
Farm from its original 150 acres to its current size of 5,200
acres, which now includes 160 head of culturally significant
buffalo35; expanding the Oneida Apple Orchard to its current
size of 40 acres and 4,200 trees36; and creating a triballyrun aquaponics center that produces 6,000 heads of lettuce
annually for use at the Nation’s school.37
This growth could not have occurred without Oneida’s
strategic land reacquisition efforts, which have prioritized
purchasing lands that: (1) have agricultural potential, (2)
are vital to protect reservation-based ecosystems, (3) have
commercial value, and/or (4) will help prevent urban
encroachment onto the reservation. When the Nation
purchases lands that have agricultural value, the Oneida
Nation Farm is given an opportunity to make use of the
lands. If the Farm passes, the Nation then seeks out tribal
members willing to put the lands to agricultural use. In
recent years, Oneida also has focused on purchasing parcels
that can enable the Nation to restore wetlands, repair
waterways, and improve the health of land and water on the
reservation. These efforts have included the construction of
a 40-acre lake as well as dam removal projects designed to
enable the rejuvenation of traditional fishing practices.
But Oneida recognizes that nursing its lands and waterways
back to health is only worthwhile if commitments are
made to sustain those efforts long-term. “There must be
a balance between agriculture and environment” says
former Councilman Ernie Stevens III,38 which is why the

Nation advances several fundamental sustainable practices
through its conservation guidelines.40 The Nation practices
no-till agriculture when possible; buffers permanent and
intermittent streams on cropland; and raises beef and bison
without utilizing steroids, antibiotics, or hormones, even
though this raises the price of the meat produced. These
decisions align with Oneida values and are supported by
Oneida’s leadership, who believe that people will be willing
to pay a little bit more for products when they understand
where their food is coming from, how it is being produced,
and the health benefits of eating local, traditional foods.41
While Buckley calls expanding food production capabilities
a “no-brainer” for a nation trying to improve the quality of
food for its people, she notes that what makes Oneida’s
approach unique is an understanding that food production
doesn’t mean “the [nation’s government is] responsible for
building every asset – you’ve got the community that can
and should be playing a role as well.”42 Community-driven
efforts to improve the availability of healthy, traditional
foods include Tsyunhéhkwλ farm, the White Corn Growers
Association that preserves and expands local access to
heirloom white corn, and a large seasonal farmer’s market.43
For Oneida, it’s not just about production of local, healthy,
and traditional foods, but also giving members access to
those foods. Since 2006, Oneida’s tribally-run school has
purchased meats, fruits, and vegetables grown by the
Nation and other local community farms. Currently, the
Nation’s nationally-recognized farm-to-school program
serves 20 percent local food to its students, with the goal
to quadruple that percentage moving forward.44 School
Food Service Director Jessie Pardon recalls that bringing
traditional foods into the school initially posed a challenge
because “you had to meet all of Wisconsin’s school lunch
requirements,” which at the time didn’t have standards in
place for many traditional foods, such as bison and white
corn. To overcome this challenge, Oneida worked with
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Oneida Nation high school students participate in the Nation's wild rice project, which works to re-establish sustainable
wild rice harvests on Oneida Nation wetlands. (Photo: Oneida Nation)

other tribal nations and the State of Wisconsin to produce
approved school menus featuring traditional foods.
Oneida’s school system also had to retrain its cooks to
prepare meals with fresh foods, and it acquired a grant to
increase its cooler space to handle the expanded quantity
of fresh foods it now serves.45 Oneida also has taken steps
to improve its elders’ ability to access healthier foods; for
instance, it now serves a daily free meal at the tribally-run
nursing facility consisting of local, traditional foods to all
elders (whether they live at the facility or not).46
Meanwhile, in 1996, the Nation began exploring the
possibility of opening a grocery store for the public aimed at
“improved diets and better health” as well as “food security
for elders and young children.”47 Over the next six years,
the Oneida Nation had two outside market analysis studies
conducted, obtained input from tribal households, and held
community debates before opening Tower Foods Market – a
cooperative grocery store – in July 2002.48 However, Tower
Foods Market closed its doors within two years due, in part,
to outside marketing research that proved overly optimistic.
While there was disappointment in the end result, Ver
Voort noted, “You may lose the little battles, but think of
new and better ways to overcome [obstacles]. A lot of times
‘no’ means we need more information.”49 The Nation took
what it learned from the co-operative and went back to the
drawing board, launching the Oneida Market in 2010 – a
smaller venue focused on showcasing products produced
by both the Nation and its individual food producers. This
successful market enables Oneida to return to its traditional
ways of building an economy through food, and “is a great
trail back to some of our culture,” notes Chairman Hill,
because once “we were people who were able to produce
abundantly, [and it's] something we…strive to get back to.”50

Due to the Nation’s integrated approach to food and health,
the diabetes rate among Oneidas is no longer increasing
as it had been for decades, and the health of those with the
disease is improving as well. In one telling example, Debbie
Danforth, Oneida’s Health Division Director, recalls meeting
recently with several local surgeons who wanted to know
where the Nation “was sending its patients for amputations
associated with diabetes,” as a reduced number were
coming through their facilities. Danforth recalls telling
them, “We haven’t been sending them anywhere new, we
just have fewer of them. We're getting healthier.”51
Meanwhile, Oneida's farm has become “well known for
[its] minimal till and no till practices…[and] complies with
regulations on nutrient management programs and other
programs that enhance the betterment of the land and air.”52
Similarly, Oneida's efforts to restore subsistence fishing have
reconnected more than 200 miles of waterways previously
blocked by dams and other obstructions and revitalized
more than 500 acres of wetlands. This has fostered the
return of fish and other wildlife and plant species not
observed locally for decades, including the re-emergence of
wild rice – a healthy crop endemic to the region.
Building on these achievements, Oneida plows forward with
ambitious new goals, including “work[ing] with the USDA
to allow [the school] to provide more than the maximum 20
percent of the school budget for local foods”53; creating an
Oneida Food Center designed to “build up entrepreneurs”
and provide them educational opportunities54; and
harvesting wild rice to integrate into Oneidas’ diet.55 All
told, Oneida’s decisions to coordinate its efforts, create
OCIFS, and fund a dedicated coordinator position have set
the nation on a sustainable path for food sovereignty.
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TRANSFERRABLE LESSONS AND STRATEGIES
1. Institutionalizing Integration: At the outset, Oneida
acknowledged the immense challenges it faced in
developing a comprehensive approach, given that its
departments were “busy in their own silos.”56 In response,
Oneida created mechanisms to promote collaboration,
such as quarterly meetings between departments on
specific issues.57 The General Tribal Council also requires
all departments to report biannually, providing another
platform for information-sharing.58 Additionally, Oneida
created OCIFS to ensure consistent collaborative
dialogue among key personnel working on health or food
sovereignty issues, and then fully funded its coordinator
position.59 As Ver Voort notes, “While my position brings
in zero dollars each year, if I help ten people stay healthier
or not get diabetes, then I have saved the nation hundreds
of thousands of dollars in the long run, and made our
community a healthier place.”60
2. Empowering Community Ownership and Agency: Oneida
understands that building a healthy community is not
solely the job of tribal government, but that everyone has
– and should be encouraged and prepared to play – a role.
Community members propose solutions through the
government’s petition process that allows any enrolled
Oneida member to bring forth ideas – accompanied
by signatures of support from other members – for
discussion at General Tribal Council meetings.61 For
example, Oneida Nation Farm and the Oneida Food
Pantry originated as ideas from the General Tribal Council
that eventually became government-run initiatives.
Community members also lead their own efforts, and
when they align with the tribal government’s larger goals
– such as with the White Corn Growers’ Association or the
farmer’s market – the Nation supports these initiatives
by providing small funding donations, publicizing their
work, and/or providing land to use for their efforts.
3. Pervasive and Sustained Education: Oneida is actively
trying to rejuvenate the Indigenous norm of eating and
living healthy. This requires a multi-faceted approach that
consistently targets many different audiences because, as
Chairman Hill notes, “if you don’t get your community
buy-in on the importance of food sovereignty and natural
foods and agriculture they’re not going to support it.”62
Oneida’s education efforts target both youth (via lesson
plans, field trips, and experiential education) and the

larger community (via informational pamphlets, flyers,
movies, reports provided to the General Tribal Council,
and Oneida’s annual food-centered celebrations such as
the Big Apple Fest or Husking Bee). Oneida leadership
realizes that “one policy or one law is not going to
magically make something appear or go away,” but
rather change happens “inch-by-inch, and step-bystep,” and only through ongoing educational efforts
to garner and sustain support from the community.63
4. Prioritizing Widespread Access to Healthy Foods: Oneida
has implemented an award-winning farm-to-school
program, which gets fresh and local apples, beef, bison,
lettuces, white corn, and other foods produced by the
tribal nation or its members into the school cafeteria. The
school purchases these foods, but often at cost since they
are being sold by other tribal entities, which enables the
school to stretch its fresh food budget much further than it
otherwise could. The Nation also runs the Oneida Market,
a one-stop shop where Oneidas (and non-Oneidas)
can purchase a variety of local, healthy, and traditional
foods produced by Oneida people. Oneida also has
invested in a cannery to allow traditional foods like white
corn to be preserved and then consumed year-round.
Oneida’s food sovereignty efforts have not only increased
production and demand, but made local, healthy, and
traditional foods widely accessible to all of its people.
5. Making Value-Based Decisions: Oneida purposefully
anchored its “food sovereignty effort to the Oneida way,”64
which includes caring for the land, water, air, and each
other as Oneidas. The Oneida people measure profit
not just in financial terms, but also centrally in terms of
improving the health of the community and the land.
Although sometimes difficult, Oneida has turned these
aspirational words into meaningful policies. The Nation
prioritizes community health by getting fresh produce and
local, healthier meats into the school system even though
it required the retraining of cooks,65 and selling salad
greens to the school for $3 per pound instead of $7 to
Green Bay.66 It has enacted its core value of sustainability
by refusing to use steroids, antibiotics, and hormones with
its cattle and bison, knowing that doing so does raise the
cost of doing business.67 And the Nation has committed to
restoring environmental health through natural ecological
means despite it being more time-consuming to do so.68

CONNECT:
William Ver Voort, Coordinator, Oneida Community Integrated Food Systems, Oneida Nation,
920-819-1933, wvervoor@oneidanation.org
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